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Highlights

• Scale container native
storage w/o compute and
data nodes

• Data accessible outside
Kubernetes

• Global access to data (AFM)
including object storage as
a file

• Policy based archive to
tape/cloud

• Enhanced access to storage
resources

• Dynamic provisioning – self
service

• Optimize container
resources

IBM Spectrum Scale Container
Native Storage access

Making hybrid cloud storage easy with a
containerized global parallel file system

Storage  made  simpleR

 

This is a story of how IBM is making storage simpler for data
and AI.  IBM Storage for Data and AI is a comprehensive
portfolio with an AI information architecture that is made
simple for fast and easy data access and AI
modernization.  Now IBM has an expanding story around
kubernetes containers and a hybrid cloud architecture.  IBM
Spectrum Scale container native storage access brings even
more simplicity for applications and the global parallel file
system that makes hybrid cloud easier.
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Hybrid  cloud  data

Data is not easy with a hybrid cloud architecture. Since most organizations will build their IT
strategies around a mix of on-premises private clouds, public clouds and their existing
platforms the data needs to include both current applications and new modern applications and
platforms such as Red Hat OpenShift.

IBM Spectrum Scale Container Native Storage access

Storage deployed inside containers, alongside applications running in containers, is an
important innovation that benefits both developers and administrators. By containerizing
storage services and managing them under a single management plane such as Kubernetes,
administrators have fewer housekeeping tasks to deal with, allowing them to focus on more
value-added tasks.   Developers benefit by being able to provision application storage
themselves that’s both highly elastic and developer-friendly.   With IBM Spectrum Scale
container native storage access there are no limits of localized disks and performance is not
effected by the application server but is optimized by external storage resources.  IBM Spectrum
Scale provides most of the benefits of container native storage without the limits of using only
local disk and application server performance.
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Containerized  Access

 

IBM Spectrum Scale AI Information Architecture

A containerized IBM Spectrum Scale is a very powerful storage solution with the integration to
the global parallel file system.  For simplicity, its the integration to the OpenShift console that
makes Spectrum Scale very easy to use, manage and deploy.  The enhanced CSI operator
provides a self-service way to dynamically provisioning storage and make it easy to configure
data capacity for a container in seconds.  Another benefit is the easy way to increase throughput
of data access with a single click as an optimized parallel path directly to the storage nodes is
created.
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IBM  Spectrum  Scale

IBM Spectrum Scale is the center of IBM Storage for Data and AI information architecture.  The
global parallel file system is the glue that creates a hybrid cloud storage solution for any
enterprise or organization. Secure access.  Anywhere. Enterprise data services. Everywhere.
Hybrid cloud. Anyone.

An example of a containerized solution for AI workloads

NVIDIA  and  containers

 

IBM has worked with NVIDIA to create solutions for IBM Storage for Data and AI with NVIDIA
DGX servers. 

IBM Storage for Data and AI provides a modern way to use kubernetes containers and Red Hat
OpenShift for AI workloads with NVIDIA DGX systems.  IBM's AI information architecture
provides a software-defined infrastructure powered by IBM Spectrum Scale for NVIDIA DGX
systems for Machine Learning (ML) / Deep Learning (DL) workloads.   You can reference the IBM
rebook for more information: Deployment and Usage Guide for Running AI Workloads on Red
Hat OpenShift and NVIDIA DGX Systems with IBM Spectrum Scale

 

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/abstracts/redp5610.html
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/abstracts/redp5610.html
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The advantage of Container Native Storage access

Perhaps the most practical benefit to Spectrum Scale container native storage access is the
ability to create dynamic provisioning, so as any container is deployed or requires more data, the
storage can be allocated in real-time, something that traditional storage appliances couldn’t
cope with in a container environment.  Customers turned to distributed file systems such as
NFS, GlusterFS, and Ceph to add a persistence layer that cut across the nodes. Managing these
filesystems was not integrated with Kubernetes tools and workflow. Storage administrators had
to manually install and configure these file systems on every node before deploying
workloads.  Similar advantages to external storage is the ability for containers to access
Spectrum Scale outside of a kubernetes platform.  Some of the unique advantages
include global access to data (AFM) including object storage as a file, Policy based archive to
tape/cloud for kubernetes data and enhanced parallel access to storage resources. 

The  advantage  of  container  native  storage
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Why IBM?

IBM Storage for Data and AI is more than
storage products or even storage solutions.
It consists of a storage strategy to help
customers on their journey to AI and the
hybrid cloud data center. IBM continues to
drive leadership for scalable high-
performance workloads as well as efficient,
secure, scalable, capacity storage for file and
object-based solutions. Our products provide
an enhanced strategy for AI and the hybrid
cloud. We provide a foundation for the future
for the edge, the core data center and the
public cloud including kubernetes containers
and the Red Hat OpenShift platform. IBM
Storage for Data and AI lowers complexity
and cost with increase integration to an AI
information architecture for the hybrid cloud
that can be infused to the entire
organization. Our message is easy “Storage
Made SimpleR for Data and AI”

Next steps
 Spectrum Scale Web Page

 IBM Spectrum Scale Data Sheet

For more information

IBM Storage for Data and AI web page

 

https://www.ibm.com/products/spectrum-scale
https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/GQN4XN15
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/storage/ai-infrastructure
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